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The oil crisis of 1973 and the subsequent dramatic
increase in world oil prices has driven marine engineers to
search for more fuel efficient propulsion systems to power
ocean-going vessels. In the United States, this has meant a
growing interest in the use of diesel engine propulsion plants,
There are increasing numbers of commercial ship owners selec-
ting diesel engine propulsion plants to power their vessels.
In some cases, the ship owners are converting their less
efficient steam powered vessels to diesel propulsion.
Diesel propulsion has found wide acceptance, for many
years, with foreign ship owners for use in most, if not all of
their ocean-going fleets and as a result, they have developed
a good reputation. The diesel engines used for high horse-
power marine applications fall into two general classes: the
medium speed engine with horsepower in the 5,000 to 12,000 BHP
range operating at 400 to 500 RPM; and the low speed engine
with up to 4,000 BHP per cylinder operating at 110 to 130 RPM.
These engines have demonstrated excellent fuel economy and
good reliability. The diesel engine provides the additional
advantage that it lends itself readily to automated operation,
thus allowing a reduction in crew size.
In light of the world oil situation and the necessity to
conserve fuel, the U.S. Navy is facing the same problems as
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the commercial ship owners . In the past the principle main
propulsion unit for combatant and non-combatant vessels in the
U.S. Navy has been the geared steam turbine. It is a highly-
reliable, proven source of power whose selection was more than
justified at the time and given the circumstances.
For many years the U.S. Navy has rejected the diesel
engine for use as a main propulsion unit because of its high
self-generated noise levels, poor slow speed operation, and
high specific machinery weight. In addition there were no
major U.S. diesel engine manufacturers capable of producing a
reliable engine that could provide the horsepower required in
U.S. naval ships. Thus, naval application of the diesel
engine was limited to small craft, patrol boats, and a few
auxiliary ships.
In light of the recent developments and improvements made
in modern medium speed engines , it would appear that these
engines could find wide application aboard U.S. naval ships.
Obviously, not every ship in the Navy's fleet would be a
candidate for diesel propulsion; but for ships in which economy
of operation overrides operational considerations (such as
noise reduction and machinery specific weight) diesel engines
would present a very attractive alternative. Specifically,
ships that provide logistic support to the combat units of the
fleet would appear to be prime candidates for this type of
propulsion plant.
Logistic support ships such as oilers, stores ships, and
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ammunition ships are required to transit long distances, at
their most economical speed, to rendevous with the combat
units. Upon completion of the replenishment of the combat
units, they must return to their supply bases to repeat the
cycle once again. In order to do this economically, the ships
should be relatively inexpensive to build, operate, and main-
tain.
It is the intent of this thesis to investigate the
feasibility of converting the steam propulsion plant of the
U.S. Navy's newest fleet oiler to a medium speed diesel engine
propulsion plant in order to improve its overall cost of
operation and maintenance. The following factors will be
considered in this study:
. . . compatibility of the propulsion plant with the entire
ship system;
. . . technical risk;
. . . annual operating costs
;
... acquisition costs; and
. . . manning
.
The engines selected for consideration in this study will
be such that there is no degradation of the original perfor-
mance requirements of the existing ship. In fact it is
anticipated that significant improvements will be realized in
ship performance by installing a diesel main propulsion plant.
This study will begin by establishing what the propulsion
requirements for the AO-17 7 are and how they are currently
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met. Several candidate medium speed engine arrangements will
then be selected to meet the AO-177's propulsion requirements.
The candidate machinery plants will then be compared with each
other and the steam plant in terms of the following factors:
... acquisition costs;
... annual fuel costs;
... manning costs; and
... maintenance costs;
with the best plant being selected to power the AO-177.
1.2 AQ-177 Description
The AO-177 is the U.S. Navy's new fleet oiler design.
The mission of the AO-177 is to transport and deliver petro-
leum products to the operating forces of the U.S. Navy at sea.
The principle characteristics of the ship are as follows:
Length overall 590 ft
Length between cm ^^
^ J • T 550 ftperpendiculars
Beam 88 ft
Draft 33.5 ft
Full load displacement 27,000 tons
Cargo capacity 120,000 tons
Clean ballast capacity 8,000 tons
Type of propulsion geared steam turbine
The ship was designed with two principle directives in mind:
1. Design to cost.
2. Design for reduced manning.
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These two directives meant that all design elements had to be
carefully examined from a cost effective point of view and the
ship had to be designed with a high degree of machinery auto-
mation and centralized control.
The propulsion plant of the AO-177 is presently a 600 psi/
850°F geared steam turbine capable of developing 24,000 shaft
horsepower at 100 RPM for full power operation. The single
cross compounded steam turbine drives a 21 foot fixed pitch
propeller through a double reduction, double helical articu-
lated reduction gear.
The boilers are top fired, natural circulation, watertube
boilers fitted with automatic combustion controls which allow
for unattended fireroom operation.
The ship's electrical plant consists of three steam
driven 450 volt, 3 phase, 60 Hz generators each rated at
2,500 kw, and one emergency diesel generator rated at 750 kw.
Two ship's service generators will be capable of providing the
maximum electrical load, which will occur during underway
replenishment
.
The auxiliary machinery plant consists of two 12,000
gallons per day distilling plants, two one ton refrigeration
plants, and two 75 ton air conditioning plants.
The machinery plant is based on a two compartment
standard because of damage control requirements. An enclosed
operating station is provided for centralized control of all
machinery during operation. A watertight door in the engine
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room/fireroom bulkhead provides access to the firing aisle in
the fireroom from the engine room.
The endurance range has been established at 6,000 nautical
miles at 20 knots. At the design endurance speed of 20 knots,
the main engine will develop 80% of the installed horsepower.







The selection of a particular diesel engine for use in
the AO-177 was based on the following factors:
. . . horsepower developed;
. . . overall engine length; and
. . . manufacturer.
Diesel engines are manufactured for discrete horsepowers;
therefore, the engines selected must closely match the
required installed horsepower in order that the penalty for
purchasing more or less horsepower than required is reduced or
eliminated.
The current machinery space lengths will dictate which
engines are selected as the engines must fit into the space
provided on the ship without affecting U.S. Navy damage control
and damage stability requirements. In addition, engine sizes
will have a direct impact upon machinery arrangements
.
Due to the political climate and government regulations
concerning the purchase of machinery for government-owned
vessels, only United States manufacturers of medium speed
diesel engines will be considered.
Therefore, the engines to be considered are the
Enterprise engines manufactured by Delaval Turbine, Inc., and
the Pielstick engines manufactured by Colt Industries under
license. Both these engines have seen application in ocean-
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going vessels and have proven their reliability in at-sea
operation both in U.S. and foreign ships.
Figure 2.1 shows the basic options considered for use in
the AO-177.
The electric drive option was rejected in the very early
stages of this study as it was discovered that an electric
motor capable of developing 24,000 SHP was not available.
Such a main propulsion motor could be manufactured on special
order, but its size and weight would be so large as to make it
very unattractive for this application. Therefore, a geared
driven propulsion system was selected.
For the gear driven plant, two basic options were
selected - one with a shaft driven ship's service generator
and one without. Table 2.1 shows the candidate engines
selected for consideration for these two options. A control-
able reversible pitch propeller was selected for the reasons
outlined in Chapter III entitled "Propeller Selection".
2.2 Candidate Diesel Plants
The arrangement selected without the shaft generator
consists of two Enterprise RV-20-4 engines driving a single
reduction gear and developing 24,00 8 shaft horsepower. Ship's
service electrical power is provided by three Fairbanks Morse
12 cylinder 38 D 8 - 1/8 series diesel driven 450 volt, 3
phase, 60 Hz generators rated at 2,500 kw. The auxiliary plant
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oiler with the addition of two waste heat recovery boilers
fitted on the main engine exhaust and one auxiliary,
separately fired boiler to provide the ship's steam require-
ments .
The arrangement selected for use with a shaft driven
generator consists of three Colt-Pielstick 16 PC 2 . 5v engines
driving a single reduction gear and developing 27,659 shaft
horsepower. Ship's service electrical power is provided by
one shaft driven 450 volt, 3 phase, 60 Hz generator rated at
2,500 kw and two Fairbanks-Morse 12 cylinder 38 D8-1/8 series
diesel driven 450 volt, 3 phase, 60 Hz generators rated at
2,500 kw. The same auxiliary plant would be utilized as
previously described.
These two particular arrangements were selected based on
the criteria outlined in section 2.1. They both provided an
excellent match in horsepower, and the engine lengths are
compatible with the machinery space provided in the existing
hull. The machinery arrangements for each configuration are
shown in Figures 2 . 2 through 2.9.
It should be noted at this point that in order to arrange
the machinery for the shaft driven generator configuration,
the watertight bulkhead at frame 4 8 had to be moved aft to
frame 40. In addition the centerline fuel oil storage tank
4-70-0 was reduced to one half of its original size and the
watertight bulkhead at frame 6 9 was extended up to the first
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oil tanks 5-33-1 and 5-33-2 on the third platfojrm and
relocating the orientation of the potable water tanks. These
changes allowed the installation of the Pielstick engines
without impacting the fuel load or potable water capacity of
the ship.
In order to access the effect of these structural changes
on the damage stability of the ship, these bulkhead locations
were plotted on the floodable length curve. As can be seen in
Figure 2.10 with the relocation of the watertight bulkhead at
frame 48 to frame 40, the ship is still a 3 compartment ship
that can withstand a length of damage equal to 82.5 ft (0.15L),
Thus the candidate engines selected for installation in
the AO-177 meet the selection criteria of section 2.1 and are
compatible with the existing hull. The following sections
will describe in more detail each of the proposed propulsion
plants.
2.3 Endurance Fuel Calculation
With the candidate propulsion plants selected, the next
step in the analysis is to determine the required endurance
fuel load. The endurance fuel calculation was performed for
each of the candidate propulsion plants based on an endurance
range of 6,000 nautical miles at an endurance speed of 20





















1) endurance required, miles
2) endurance speed, knots
3) full load displacement, tons
4) rated full power, BHP
5) design endurance power
(§ (2) & (3) , BHP
6) avg. endurance power,
BHP (5) X 1.10
7) ratio, avg. end. BHP/
rated FP BHP (6)/ (4)
8) cruising electrical load, kw
9) calc. propulsion fuel rate
@ (6), Ibs/BHP-hr
!10) calc. propulsion fuel consumption,
Ibs/hr (9) X (6)
!11) calc. aux. gen. fuel rate
@ (8) Ibs/kw-hr
[12) calc. aux. gen. fuel consumption,
Ibs/hr (11) x (8)
;i3) tot. calc. all purpose fuel rate
Ibs/hr (10) + (12)
[14 ) calc. all purpose fuel rate
Ibs/BHP-hr (13)/ (6)
!15) fuel correction factor based on (7)
il6) specified fuel rate,
Ibs/BHP-hr (15) x (14)
!17) avg. end. fuel rate ^ .^^



















1,104.5 1,115.1!18) endurance fuel (burnable) , tons(l)x(6)x(17)/(2)x2,240
;i9) tail pipe allowance 0.9 5 0.95
;20) endurance fuel load, tons (18)/(19) 1,162.6 1,173.
Allowing a 15% margin for tank size:




This calculation resulted in a specific fuel consumption
of 0.413 Ibs/BHP-hr and an endurance fuel capacity of 1,337
tons for the Enterprise engines and a specific fuel consump-
tion of 0.371 Ibs/BHP-hr and an endurance fuel load of 1,350
tons for the Colt Pielstick engines. The current installed
fuel capacity of the AO-177 is 1,940 tons.
Thus there are two alternatives since the required
endurance fuel load is less than the present fuel capacity.
One could reduce the fuel capacity of the ship and maintain
the current endurance range of 6,000 nautical miles or one
can maintain the fuel capacity and increase the endurance
range
.
The latter alternative, that of increasing the ship's
endurance range, is more desirable because the increased range
is obtained for no additional cost. In addition no major
structural changes are required to remove existing fuel tanks
or convert them into spaces for other uses. Finally, the
impact on the total ship is reduced by keeping alterations to
the existing ship to a minimum.
The endurance range obtainable by using medium speed
diesel engines is calculated in the following manner using
the figures obtained in Table 2.2:
for the Enterprise engines:
p.nr.« - (1940) (20) (0.95) (2,240) _
^^^5^ - (0.433) (19,046.5) ^°'°^^ NM
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for the Colt-Pielstick engines
Ranae - (1940) (20) (0.95) (2,240) _ . _^-^^""^^ (0.389) (21,362) ^ '^^^ NM
It can be seen from the preceeding calculations that the
endurance range of the AO-177 can be extended by some 4,000
nautical miles over the existing range of 6,000 nautical miles
This increased endurance range provides improved flex-
ibility in the operation of the ship without increasing the
basic costs of the ship.
2.4 Engine Operating Profile
A plant configuration and engine load analysis was
performed based upon the horsepower and electrical load
requirements for cruise and underway replenishment operations.
The speeds selected for these operations were those speeds at
which the U.S. Navy most commonly conducts underway replenish-
ment operations; 12 and 15 knots and finally a 20 knot cruise
condition was considered.
As can be seen in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 on the following
pages the twin engine plant is capable of perfoirming underway
replenishment operations (at 12 and 15 knots) on one engine.
For the 20 knot cruise condition two engines are required to
be operated. A minimum of one ship's service generator is
required for all ship's operations with a second generator
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The triple engine plant requires only one engine to be
run for 12 knot underway replenishment operations and cruise;
two engines are required for a 15 knot underway replenishment
and cruise operation, and all three engines are required for
the 20 knot cruise condition. The only time the ship's
service generator is required is during undeirway replenishment
operations . During all other times , the shaft driven
generator has sufficient capacity to provide the electrical
load requirements
.
Thus it can be seen that both these plants provide
excellent flexibility and ample time, at sea, for preventive
maintenance and repairs to be performed. This is an important
feature as these ships will be required to spend extended
periods of time at sea which will require that most preventive
maintenance be completed while the ship is underway.
2.5 Steam Generating Equipment
The steam generating equipment for each alternative
propulsion plant consists of two waste heat recovery steam
generators combined with an oil fired auxiliary boiler arranged
as shown in Figure 2.11. It is normal design practice to place
two waste heat steam generators on a ship and then size each
for approximately two-thirds of the normal heating load.
The normal heating load for the AO-177 is 7,500 Ib/hr of
steam.
But as pointed out in section 2.4, there are several
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operating conditions which require only one engine, and it is
anticipated that the ship will be operated at these conditions
fully 50% of its operating time. In addition there is a
requirement that the ship be capable of performing hot tank
cleaning operations. Therefore, the capacity of each waste
heat steam generator sized to produce 10,000 Ib/hr at 60 psig
and the auxiliary oil fired boiler was sized to produce
18,500 Ib/hr at 60 psig in light of the preceeding requirements
The ship's tank cleaning heater can be arranged as a steam
dump condenser if necessary in order to handle excess steam
produced by the waste heat recovery units during periods of
high power and low steam demand. The waste heat units will
also act as an exhaust silencer for the engines. Note that in
the three engine arrangement, where there are only two waste
heat recovery units installed the third engine must be
equipped with an exhaust silencer, but its exhaust may be fed
into either of the waste heat units if desired during periods
of operation when less than three engines are required.
The following calculations show that with the engines
operating at their maximum continuous rating, there is ample
heat in the exhaust gases to generate the required steam
flow. These calculations are based on the following assump-
tions :
... exhuast gas temperature at boiler outlet = 300°F;
... boiler efficiency = 72%;
... outlet steam conditions are saturated;
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. . . feed water to boiler is a saturated liquid at a
temperature of 200 °F and a pressure of 80 psig; and
... C = 0.275 BTU/lb-°F for exhaust gas from engines.
for the Enterprise engines:
p . = 0.0288 Ib/ft^ at 885°F
axr
m . =65,000 ft^/min = 112,320 Ib/hr
air ' ' '
o




= 1.806 X 10^ BTU/hr
^exh.gas ^BLR^BLR ^^^^STM^STM
1.806 X 10*^(0.72) = (1,177. 6-168. 09)mg^j^
mg^j^ = 12,8 80.7 Ib/hr
for the Pielstick engines:
p . = 0.0280 Ib/ft^ at 820*^
m . = 60,639 ft^/min = 104,784 Ib/hr
air
Q ^ = mC AT = (104,784) (0.275) (820-300)exh.gas p
= 1.498 X lo"^ BTU/hr
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^exh.gas ^BLR^BLR ~ ^^^STM^ ^STM
(1.498x10"^) (0.72) = (1,177. 6-168. 09)mg^^
^STM " 10/686.9 Ib/hr
The steam generation system will be fitted with appro-
priate alarms and controls to allow all functions to be
controlled and monitored from the enclosed operation station
in the engine room. In addition controls will also be
provided for the auxiliary oil fired boiler to allow it to
start automatically and supply the necessary steam to meet
requirements should the waste heat boiler pressure drop below
45 psig.
2.6 Auxiliary Plant
As stated in section 2.2, the installation of diesel
engines as main propulsion units will have little or no impact
on the remaining auxiliary plant. The two 12,000 gallons per
day distillation plants will be retained. It is recognized
that the diesel plant does not have the make-up feed require-
ments that a steam plant does, but since the tankage for this
water was not removed, it could be used for transfer to ships
alongside during underway replenishment operations. Smaller
combatant ships have limited fresh water producing abilities,
but high consumption rates, so the ability to deliver fresh
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water by undeirway replenishment ships is a very desirable
feature
.
The air conditioning and refrigeration plants would remain
as presently installed as would the electric drive cargo
pumping system. The emergency diesel driven generator rated
at 750 kw will also be retained.
2.7 Final Machinery Weights
In order to determine the machinery weights for each of
the candidate propulsion plants, the first step was to obtain
the individual machinery weights for the diesel plants. These
weights, presented in Table 2.5, were obtained from manufac-
turers' data.
The next step was to identify that steam machinery to be
removed and determine its weight. This was done using the
final weight report for the AO-177. Table 2.6 identifies the
machinery to be removed and its weight
.
The resulting machinery weight for the twin engine plant
was 917.3 tons and the triple engine plant was 802.2 tons.
This proved to be a significant savings in weight over the




Machinery Weight in Tons
Three 16 PC 2 . 5v Engines 214.14
Reduction Gear 55.80
Two Ship's Service Generators 86.00
One Shaft Driven Generator 4 . 00
359.22
Two RV-20-4 Engines 253.8
Reduction Gear 91.5
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When medium speed diesel engines are used for main pro-
pulsion, there are two widely accepted methods used to obtain
reverse rotation of the propeller shaft. One method is to
use a direct reversing engine and the other is to employ a
controllable reversible pitch (CRP) propeller. Each method
has its own very distinct advantages and disadvantages and
the decision of which method to adopt must be made carefully.
The direct reversing engine connected to a fixed pitch
propeller through a suitable reduction gear provides low
initial costs, improved propeller reliability and less main-
tenance. The vessel's speed, in this case, is controlled by
varying the speed of the main engine. Therefore, the main
engines do not operate at their most efficient speed under
varying load conditions. In addition, the slow speed perfor-
mance of diesel engines is very poor and on the low end of the
speed range, accurate speed control is difficult.
The CRP propeller on the other hand allows the main
engines to operate at their most economical speed under a
wider variation of loads. The CRP propeller provides ease of
maneuvering in that all speed changes can be accomplished with
one lever; ahead/astern operation can be accomplished without
stopping the engines and dead slow operation of the ship can
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be achieved with an excellent degree of control. Use of a
CRP propeller allows the main engines to operate at a constant
speed over a wide speed range, thus allowing the use of a
shaft driven generator to provide ship's service power. The
principle disadvantages of the CRP propeller are its high
initial cost, lower reliability and increased maintenance
requirements
.
In order to select the method to provide line shaft
reversal for the AO-177 using medium speed diesel engines as
a main propulsion unit, the operational requirements of the
ship must be carefully considered. The AO-177 will be required
to transit out from rear area support depots, at its most
economical speed, and rendevous with the fleet to provide
underway replenishment services. During underway replenish-
ment (UNREP) operations, the ship will be required to
maintain a near constant course and speed. Therefore, for
these reasons, the CRP propeller was selected because of the
inherent excellent speed control that can be obtained. In
addition, the use of the CRP propeller allows the main engine
to be operated at its most efficient speed under a wide
variety of loading conditions, thus providing for excellent
fuel economy. The excellent degree of speed control during
slow speed operations is necessary in port where maneuver-
ability is of importance. The high initial cost of the CRP




3.2 Controllable Reversible Pitch Propeller Design
In the design and selection of a particular propeller for
any ship, the most dominant factor in the determination of
propulsive coefficient is propeller efficiency. The following
axioms of propeller selection were used to select a propeller
for the AO-177:
1. Maximum efficiency at endurance speeds.
2
.
Minimum cavitation at maximum sustained speeds
.
Since the AO-177 is an existing ship, data is available
on speed and power requirements. In addition, because of the
existing hull, there is a constraint on the maximum propeller
diameter. A full power speed was not specified for the
AO-177. An endurance speed of 20 knots was specified and this
speed is to be attained using 80% of the installed horsepower.
The installed horsepower requirement was set at 24,000 shaft
horsepower. A margin of 6% was imposed on shaft horsepower to
attain endurance speed to ensure that endurance conditions
were met. This means that the ship must be capable of
attaining 20 knots with 6% less than the required endurance
power; or 19,200-0.06(19,200) = 18,048 SHP. Using these
requirements and data obtained from model tests, the propeller
selection analysis was performed using standard Troost Curves,
The first step in this calculation is to determine the
2
ratio K /J for the endurance speed of 20 knots and a maxi-




resistance (R) = 191,688 lbs (§20.0 knots
model correlation factor (x) = 0.0005
propeller diameter (D) = 21.0 ft
V , = 20.0 knots (full power speed)
number of shafts (N) = 1
1-W = 0.78
1-t = 0.815
head of water at prop CL = 21.5 ft
\ ^ R
J^ [ND^V^p p (1-W) ^ (1-t)]
191,688




















The next step in the propeller analysis consists of
2plotting the K /J relationship on various propeller curves
and constructing Table 3.1. A typical Troost Curve with the
2
K /J relationship plotted on it is presented in Figure 3.1.
The values for P/D, J, K and r\ were taken from the plots of
2
K /J on the propeller curves. The values for n, A , T, q ,
P -P and % cavitation came from the following formulae and
o v ^
the cavitation diagram shown in Figure 3.2.
FORMULAS USED IN PROPELLER ANALYSIS
"RV
V = V(l-W) EHP =
a
'-^ '" ^"^ 326
2 4
T = K • p • n • D
A = (EAR) (ttD^/4)
q = (V /7.12)^ + (nD/329)^t a
P -P = 14.45 + 0.45h
o V








Based on the selection criteria discussed previously in
this section, Table 3.1 suggests that a B-5-75 propeller is
the best choice for a CRP propeller for this application. This
















































































































































































































for CRP propellers must be less than 0.78 in order to allow
sufficient blade clearance for blade reversal during astern
operations.
Once the propeller is selected and its efficiency is known
the propulsion coefficient (PC) and shaft horsepower required
can be calculated as follows:
^^ =
^o'^R-^H
n^= 1.0, n^ = 0.65, n^ = ^= '-^ = i.04







Therefore, in selecting a B-5-75 CRP propeller, the
required shaft horsepower to make a speed of 20 knots is 17,320
This results in a 9.8% margin under the required shaft horse-
power of 19,200. This more than insures that endurance






The reliability of a particular propulsion plant is an
important factor in the performance of trade-off studies . In
order to discuss reliability in any detail, the following
definitions are presented to eliminate any confusion that
might arise.
RELIABILITY, OPERATIONAL: Operational reliability is the
reliability demonstrated by an equipment under actual field
use. It is the probability that a system will give a specified
performance for a given period of time, when used in the manner
and for the purpose intended.
MAINTAINABILITY: A characteristic of design and installa-
tion which is expressed as the probability that an item will be
retained in, or restored to, a specific condition within a
given period of time, when the maintenance is performed in
accordance with prescribed procedures and resources.
AVAILABILITY, INHERENT: The probability that a system or
equipment, when used under the stated conditions without consi-
deration for any scheduled or preventative maintenance in an
ideal support environment, will operate satisfactorily at any
given time. It excludes ready time, preventative maintenance




AVAILABILITY, OPERATIONAL: The probability that a system
or equipment, when used under stated conditions and in an
actual supply environment, will operate satisfactorily at any
given time
.
An analysis of reliability, maintainability, and avail-
ability (RMA) requires the calculation of the following factors
based on statistical data provided for a particular price of
equipment
:
MTBF - mean time between failure
MTTR - mean time to repair
MTBM - mean time between maintenance
MDT - mean downtime
RMA requirements for the AO-177 were established during
the initial design phase of the ship. It is the intent of
this thesis not to degrade any of the original design para-
meters and, therefore, the requirement of having the reliability
of 0.904 and an availability of 0.990 for a 30 day mission will
be retained as requirements for the diesel engine plant also.
The reliabilities and availabilities presented in Table
4.1 were calculated based on a 30 day (720 hours) mission







RELIABILITIES & AVAILABILITIES OF VARIOUS
PROPULSION PLANT COMPONENTS
COMPONENT MTBF(HRS) MTTR(HRS) R
Diesel Engine 8,000 8 0.999 0.999
Clutch 50,000 NR 0.986 1.0
Reduction Gear 200,000 NR 0.996 1.0
Shaft and Bearings 200,000 NR 0.996 1.0
CRP Propellers 25,000 15 0.999 0.999
Fuel Oil Motor 7,500 18 0.998 0.997
Fuel Oil Pump 5,500 4. 5 0.999 0.999
Fuel Oil Purifier 10,000 4 1.0 0.999
Lube Oil Motor 7,500 7. 8 0.999 0.998
Lube Oil Pump 4,000 5 0.999 0.998
Jacket Water Pump 27,000 7.,6 0.999 0.999
Fresh Water Pump 12,500 12 0.999 0.999
F.O. Booster Pump 5,500 4..5 0.999 0.999
NOTES: Above reliabilities are based on 30 days










X = 1/MTBF, y = 1/MTTR, and
t = mission duration time in hours
4.2 Twin Engine Reliability Calculations
The first step in the performance of a reliability/avail-
ability calculation is to develop a system and subsystem
model. These models consist of functional schematics for the
system under study.
Figure 4 . 1 shows the functional schematics for the twin
engine arrangement. For the model to be operational, a com-
plete "operational path" must exist between points 1 and 2.
In order to determine the overall system reliability/avail-
ability the individual component/subsystem reliabilities must
first be calculated and those resulting reliabilities/avail-
abilities combined into the entire system to obtain the
overall propulsion system reliability/availability.
The method used to combine the reliabilities of individual















The same rules apply in the calculation of system and
subsystem availabilities for series, parallel, and series-




A (inherent) = MTBF+MTTR
The following calculations , using the preceeding rules
applied to the functional schematic diagrams of Figure 4.1,
determine the reliability and availability of the twin engine
arrangement. The reliability and availability figures used
were obtained from Table 4.1. These figures were obtained
from statistical data available from reference (1)
.
It can be seen readily from the calculations that the
twin engine arrangement exceeds the reliability and availabil-
ity requirements for this ship.
RELIABILITY CALCULATIONS FOR TWIN ENGINE ARRANGEMENT
Fuel Oil System Reliability
^TR = °-99S RpuMP = 0-9" ''PURIF = ^'^
2 2
^UMP+MTR ^ ^^TR*^PUMP^"^^^TR*^PUMP^~^^TR^ ^^PUMP^
^PUMP+MTR ^ ^'^
2
^PURIF ^ ^^PURIF'^^PURIF^~^PURIF ^ ^'^
" ^.O.SYS "^ ^pump+mtr'^purif ^ ^'^
Engine Reliability
R^q = 0.999, R^Q = 0.999, R^^ = 0.999, R^,^ = 0.999

















































^.0. BOOST = 0-^9^' ^F.O. = Q-^^^'
PMP PMP
Engine -^o *^lo *^jw '-^w " ^.o. boost * ^f. o. '-^eng'^cl
mtr pmp pump pump pump pump




^D.GEAR = 0-^^^' ^S.B = °-^^^' ^CRP = ^'^^^
^TRANS ^RED.GEAR'^S&B'^CRP
^TRANS " (0.996) (0.996) (0.999) = 0.991
Twin Engine Plant Reliability
^WIN ENG ^ ^ENG "^ ^ENG ~ ^ENG
^TWIN ENG
= (0.979)+(0.979)-(0, 979)2 ^ ^^^^^
^WIN ENG ^.©.'"^TWIN ENG'^RANS
PLANT SYS




AVAILABILITY CALCULATIONS FOR TWIN ENGINE ARRANGEMENT
Fuel Oil System Availability
A^^^ =0.997, Apy^p =0.999, A^^^^^ =0.999





'PURIF "PURIF ' ^^PURIF ^^URIFA__^„ = A___ + A___ - AJ^.^_ = 0.999
A =A .A =n99R** F.O. SYS PUMP&MTR PURIF ^-^^^
Engine Availability




^F.O. BOOST = °-"9' *F.0.= ^-399' A^NG = °-959,
PUMP PMP
^CL = ^''
^ENG ^LO '"^LO *-^JW '^FW '^^F .0 .BOOST ''^F .0. '"^ENG '-^CL
MTR PMP PMP PMP PMP PMP















^WIN ENG ~ -^ENG "^ ^ENG ~ "^ENG






^PLANT " (0.998) (0.999) (0.999)
^PLANT =0-^9^
4.3 Triple Engine Reliability
The functional schematic diagram for the triple engine




The subsystem components are identical to those used in the
twin engine reliability and availability analysis; thus, the
subsystem reliabilities/availabilities will be identical to
those previously calculated in section 4.3. The values are
as follows
:










Using the rules outlined in section 4.2 for the combination of
series, parallel, and series-parallel components of a
functional schematic diagram, the reliability and availability






^TRIPLE ENG ^ ^^TWIN ENG "^ ^NG^ ~ \wiN ENG * ^ENG
Triple eng " (o.990+o.979) -(0.990) (0.979)
Triple eng ^ O-^^^
^LANT ~ ^.0.*\rIPLE ENG*-^ TRANS
SYS
^PLANT " (1.0) (0.999) (0.991)
^LANT = O-^^O
Availability
^TRIPLE ENG ^^TWIN ENG "^ ^ENG^ ~ "^TWIN ENG ' "^ENG
^TRIPLE ENG " (0 . 999+0 . 991) - (0 . 999 ) (0 . 991)
A = n QQQ
TRIPLE ENG ^-^^^
^LANT ^F.O. * "^TRIPLE ENG*'^TRANS
SYS
^PLANT " (0.998) (0.999) (0.996)
^>LANT = 0-^^^
Again, the availability and reliability of this arrange-
ment exceeds the original design requirements for this ship.
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4 . 4 Summary
In summary, both medium speed diesel engine machinery
arrangements exceed the design requirements in terms of
reliability and availability. Table 4.2 presented below shows
the calculated values and the required values for reliability
and availability. It should be noted that all calculations
were based on a 30 day mission as called for in the original
design requirements.












In the design or conversion of any naval ship, the one
question that is continuously on the lips of the customer and
designer alike is, "How much will it cost?". In light of the
rapidly fluctuating world economic situation of today, this
question becomes, on one hand, more and more important; and
on the other hand, more difficult to answer. Therefore, it
is nearly impossible to make any general statements about the
cost of any type of propulsion plant available which will be
true in all cases.
The purpose of this chapter is not to provide absolute
costs for the propulsion plants considered, but rather to
provide some preliminary comparative cost estimations in order
to allow a more intelligent decision to be made in the
evaluation of each propulsion plant considered. In this case,
the cost of the AO-177's steam propulsion plant is calculated
and then compared with the costs calculated for each of the
candidate medium speed diesel propulsion plants.
The method used to obtain the costs for each propulsion
plant is that outlined by Femenia in reference (6) . This
basic method was adapted for use with the computer as outlined




5.2 Description of Approach and Basic Inputs
The life cycle cost approach was used in evaluation of
each of the propulsion plants. In this approach, the annual
operating costs are expressed in terms of net present worth
and added to the initial acquisition cost. This approach was
selected as it represents current U.S. Navy practice for the
determination of costs for new ships. In addition, annual
costs for fuel, lubricating oil, and maintenance and repair
costs were calculated. By summing these individual costs, a
good comparison of the short term operating costs can be made.
All cost figures are for 1979 dollars.
Table 5 . 1 shows the inputs to the computer program which
are common regardless of plant type. The operating days per
year were set at 245 because this represents 68% of one year
which is a typical operational time for a U.S. Naval ship.
The discount rate of 13% was selected because, at the time of
writing, this was the annual inflation rate. Fuel cost per
barrel was chosen to be $28 as this represents a good average
cost for oil, considering the price fluctuations in the world
oil market. The cost of lubricating oil was based on current
commercial prices at the time of writing. The cost per man




An input to the cost analysis is personnel costs. A cost
per man per year was established but now a preliminary manning
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Number of Shafts 1
Fuel Cost in $/bbl $ 28
Cruise Speed (knots) 20
Endurance Range (NM) 6,000









schedule for each propulsion plant must be established.
In the case of the original steam propulsion plant, the
manning table presented in Table 5.2 was developed from
preliminary manning studies performed in the cause of the
original AO-177 design and operational experience with single
screw, two boiler steam plants. The manning table for the
diesel plants was developed from manning documents from diesel
propelled ships currently in service in the U.S. Navy and from
operational experience.
It was assumed that the twin engine and triple engine
diesel plants will require the same number of watchstanders
and maintenance personnel, as there are approximately the same
number of cylinders in each plant. The number of cylinders in
a diesel engine are a good indication of the amount of main-
tenance required for a particular installation which can be
directly related to the number of men required to man a
particular ship.
5.4 Determination of Salvage Value
In order to determine the salvage value of the steam plant
at the time of conversion, the following method was developed.
It was assumed that if a shipowner were to purchase a used
steam propulsion plant for installation in a ship he would
operate for a period of one year, this would represent the best
price that could be obtained for this machinery. In addition,





Machinist mates (MM) 24
Boiler technicians (BT) 23
Enginemen (EN) 5 26
Electrician mates (EM) 8 8
Interior communications _ -
Electrician (IC)
Hull technicians (HT) 9 9






steam plant would be 17% of the acquisition cost as stated by
Femenia in reference (6).
There-fore, the salvage value of the steam plant is
calculated using the following equation:
where
A- = acquisition cost of steam plant
A- _ = acquisition cost of diesel plant
AC = annual cost of steam plant
'^^DIESEL ~ annual cost of diesel plant
SCgmj, = salvage value of steam plant
N = number of years plant to be operated
This equation would be applied until the salvage value
figure fell below 17% of the original acquisition cost for the
steam plant; at this point, it was assumed the salvage value
was constant.
Table 5.3 shows the cost figures for each of the propulsion
plants under consideration in this study developed using the
method described in reference (7). Table 5.4 shows the
salvage value of the steam plant as calculated using equation
5.1. Note that by the fourth year, the salvage value has
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5.5 Comparison of Costs
The cost comparison was made by comparing the life cycle
of the ship, over a 25 year life, operated as a steam ship to
the cost of operating the ship for a given number of years as
a steam ship and then converting it to a diesel ship. Again
the total life of the ship was assumed to be 25 years. Thus,
the expression used to determine the life cycle for the
converted ship is
:
^^^CONV = (^^^STM f°^ N ^^^^ + ^^^SlESEL ^^^ 25-N yrs)
where
LCCp»„^ = life cycle cost of converted ship
LCCg_j. = life cycle cost of steam ship
LCC^T.„c,„^ = life cycle cost of diesel ship
N = number of years to conversion
Tables 5.5 and 5.6 summarize the costs developed and the
resulting savings using the above expression.
5.6 Cost Comparison Results
The most obvious conclusion that can be drawn from the
results presented in Tables 5.5 and 5.6, regardless of which
diesel plant is selected, is that the conversion must be
performed prior to the end of the third year of life of the
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increased life cycle costs over that of operating the ship
as a steam ship for twenty-five years. The comparison also
indicates that if the conversion is performed prior to the end
of the ship ' s third year of service that the twin engine
diesel plant will provide the greater cost savings in terms of
life cycle costs. This can be directly attributed to the twin
engine plant's slightly lower operating and acquisition costs.
In order to check the accuracy of the cost estimations
developed in this chapter, other methods of cost estimation
were examined. The Military Sealift Command of the U.S. Navy
provided a figure for the cost per kilowatt used by their
design division to obtain preliminary acquisition cost
estimations. Their estimated cost per kilowatt of installed
power (main propulsion and electrical generating capacity) is
$500/kw for diesel engine propulsion plants.
Using this figure, the twin engine diesel plant with a
rated total power of 25,6 73.25 kw will have an acquisition
cost of $12.83 million and the triple engine diesel plant,
rated at 25,936.44 kw will have an acquisition cost of $12.96
million. These estimates compare favorably with the
acquisition costs predicted by the computer analysis in that
the difference in these costs are of the same order of
magnitude as those predicted by the computer analysis. In
addition, the order of magnitude of the absolute costs in each






6.1 Candidate Plant Comparison
Table 6.1 shows the principle characteristics of the two
candidate medium speed diesel engine plants considered in this
study. In order to determine which of these two configurations
to select for use in the AO-177 the following conclusions were
drawn from the detailed analysis of each plant.
TWIN ENGINE PLANT:
(1) good engine loading under all conditions
(2) good plant flexibility
(3) ship can perform 15 KT UNREP on one main engine
C4) little or no structural changes required in
ship
(5) a 4% savings in weight realized over steam plant
(6) improved savings if installed prior to the end
of the third year of ship's life
TRIPLE ENGINE DIESEL:
(1) fair engine loading under all conditions
(2) excellent plant flexibility
(3) major structural changes are required
(4) ample maintenance opportunities available during
undeirway periods





No. Engines/Rating 2/12,187 BHP 3/9,360 BHP
Installed BHP 24,374 28,080
Back-up Engine Avail-
able (3 15KT UNREP Yes Yes
Weight (Tons) 917.3 802.2
SFC (Ib/BHP-hr) 0.433 0.389
Endurance (NM) 10,011 9,936
ACQ Cost ($) 14.751x10^ 14.993x106
Life Cycle Cost ($) 53.895x10^ 55.650x106
Maintenance Cost ($) 1.19x10^ 1.21x10^
Fuel Cost ($) 3.710xl06 3.692x10^





As can be seen from the above conclusions, both candi-
date medium speed diesel engine plants have very distinct
advantages over the steam propulsion plant in the areas of
machinery weight, life cycle costs, and fuel costs. In
addition to these savings , the endurance range of the ship can
be extended by approximately 4,000 nautical miles as demon-
strated in Chapter II. The question now arises, "Which diesel
plant configuration should be selected?" In order to answer
this question, a more detailed examination of the two proposed
plants is required.
6.2 Candidate Plant Selection
In the determination of which candidate plant to select,
three advantages that the twin engine candidate has over the
triple engine candidate are
:
(1) no major structural changes are required;
(2) engine loading characteristics superior; and
(3) greater savings realized if converted.
The triple engine plant showed the following advantages over
the twin engine plant:
(1) greater weight savings;
(2) more compact machinery arrangements; and
(3) superior plant flexibility and maintenance
opportunities
.
In light of the above advantages, the twin engine plant
appears to be the more attractive option for use in the AO-17 7,
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The lack of structural changes makes the twin engine
plant more attractive not only from a cost basis, but it also
will have a much lower impact on the overall ship in terms of
strength, damage stability, and arrangements.
The improved engine loading achieved with the twin engine
plant not only improves fuel economy but has an impact on
engine maintenance problems and costs. With higher engine
loadings the cylinder liners and pistons are subjected to fewer
maintenance problems associated with the accumulation of carbon
deposits which develop when these engines are operated at low
speeds over extended periods of time . At higher engine loading
conditions (70%-80% of rated horsepower) a slight improvement
in overall fuel consumption rates will also be noticed.
6.3 Conclusions
The results of this study show that it is not only feas-
ible to convert the geared steam propulsion plant currently
installed in the AO-177 to a twin engine medium speed diesel
propulsion plant, but the economic savings in terms of life
cycle costs are significant. The savings are reflected in all
of the factors that go to make up the life cycle cost of a
ship. The most striking savings are made in terms of fuel
costs. The medium speed diesel engine has a much better
specific fuel consumption rate than that obtained in the steam
plant. This has the additional advantage of allowing an




Another factor which greatly influences life cycle costs
is personnel costs. This factor is important today and can
be expected to grow in importance in the future as far as the
U.S. Navy is concerned. The reduced manning of the diesel
driven ship represents a significant savings over the steam
plant and in addition, two skill areas (the machinist mate and
boiler technician) are eliminated. This not only reduces
direct ship related costs, but training and recruitment costs
will also be significantly reduced.
In the determination of the actual horsepower required to
drive the AO-177 at a sustained sea speed of 20 knots, it was
discovered that considerably less than the installed 24,000 SHP
was required. The margins imposed on the original design
require that the sustained speed be made using 74% of the
installed horsepower. The actual margin obtained by the use
of diesel propulsion with a CRP propeller was 70.2%. Thus, the
AO-177, as presently configured, has installed nearly 1/3 more
horsepower than actually required.
While margin policy is not a subject addressed in this
thesis, there would be a savings, in terms of acquisition costs,
if a less conservative margin policy were used. A smaller main
propulsion engine would reduce this cost. This could prove to
be an area for further investigation; the trade-off between
acquisition costs and margins applied to naval auxiliary ships.
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The obvious question that now arises is that since it is
feasible and economical to convert the AO-177's steam propul-
sion plant to a diesel propulsion plant prior to the end of
the third year of the ship's service life, what are the savings
obtained in building the ship from the start as a diesel ship?
Table 5.3 of Chapter V presents a summary of the cost figures
obtained for all three propulsion plants. From this data it
can readily be seen that the twin engine diesel plant provides
a 33.2% savings in life cycle costs over the steam plant and
the triple engine diesel plant provides a 31% savings in life
cycle costs over the steam plant. These savings can be directly
attributed to the savings in the cost of fuel for the diesel
plants. These savings also confirm the choice of the twin
engine plant as the most economical one to select for conver-
sion.
It is felt that this study shows that the U.S. Navy must
take a long hard look at diesel propulsion for use in its
auxiliary ships in light of the savings that can be realized
across the board. The rising costs of fuel is the driving
factor, and the improved specific fuel consumption obtainable
with diesel engines make them appear more and more attractive
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